
  

 

  

 

 

HSCC Historic Formula Ford  
Brands Hatch Updates 

  

BRANDS GP TESTING 

The club will soon announce that testing on the GP circuit will be available on 

the Saturday morning. With our excellent entries (HFF+CFF) we will have two 

EXCLUSIVE FF 20 minute sessions. These will be separated by a DBT 

session so the ultra-keen can do both. Price per session is £175. This 

compares favourably with the Friday cost of testing on the GP circuit. As the 

club will explain you will be able to enter on the website or by phoning Donna. 

This is available for drivers who have entered our races. 

  

Brand’s entries 



 

As of lunchtime we have 24 entries on the website, Danny Stanzl’s sits 

awaiting Donna to load it. So that is 25 and we have three ‘definite’ promises 

plus 6 possibles. So remarkably we could gather 30 cars which will be a 

magnificent effort. If anyone who may enter has not yet come forward please 

let Ted or Chris know. 

  

Paddock arrangements 

Prodded by our social advisor Lee Penson, Andy Dee Crowne will organise 

the paddock plan so that we park up around the ‘Hub’. Lee’s assertion is that 

will work wonders for camaraderie. 

  

Prizes, Prizes, Prizes 

You know that four lucky drivers will leave our barbecue with a £200 credit 

note to use against their next tyre purchase, Now Universal Racing Services 

are coming to the party with another £200 credit note for their equipment. 

 

Please contact either Chris Sharples (07710 091623) or Ted Pearson 

(07885372439) for Entry Forms and More Information 

 

 

  

URS - Universal Racing Services 

Universal Racing Services specialise in the manufacture of classic and historic 

race car parts. We stock an extensive range of early Reynard, Van Diemen 



 

and Swift parts, in addition to these we can supply parts made to pattern or 

drawing for any race car. 

We stock a comprehensive range of generic race car parts and can supply 

individual parts through to complete assemblies for repair, restoration and 

general maintenance. 

Find out more at  www.universalracingservices.com 

 

 

 

Free Avon tyres are back. Four lucky racers will pick up a £200 credit note 

towards their next set. Plus. Dan Eagling of Universal Racing Services has 

offered us £200 off his products. So we have £1,000 to give away.  

 

Barbecue on the Saturday night. Care of the club we have exclusive use of 

‘The Hub’. Open for all teams and families, for a chinwag and the venue for 

our prize draws. At the barbecue we will meet up with Barnett Engineering who 

can remind us of their sponsorship deal. The best bit of which is a free engine 

rebuild. See Below. 

 

If you have let your HSCC membership slip for 2024 please talk to either Ted 

Pearson or Chris Sharples about your one race membership options.  
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